Assessment of a Novel 3T MRI Compatible Cochlear Implant Magnet: Torque, Forces, Demagnetization, and Imaging.
A novel cochlea implant (CI) device magnet providing alignment to the static field of a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) will lead to reduced torque, longitudinal forces, and demagnetization effects. The image void and distortion will be comparable to those obtained with standard CI magnets. MRI investigations of CI users pose several challenges such as magnet dislocation, demagnetization, and may cause pain. The presence of a CI magnet within MRI field causes image distortions and may diminish the diagnostic value of an MRI procedure. Objective of this work is to evaluate magnetic forces and imaging properties of the novel CI magnet within 1.5 and 3T MRI. Forces and torque of the novel CI magnet were measured in both 1.5 and 3T MRI and compared with the standard magnet in 1.5T. One cadaver head was implanted with the CI devices containing the novel and standard magnets in different configurations reflecting clinical scenarios and imaging properties were assessed and compared. In particular the torque has been reduced with the novel CI magnet in comparison to the standard one. Both CI magnets have not shown any signs of demagnetization. The image void and distortion was comparable between the two magnets for the main MRI clinical scanning protocols in 1.5T MRI. The novel CI magnet is safe to use for MRI investigations of CI users in 3T MRI without a need for bandaging and has acceptable level of image artefacts.